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STRESS AT SCHOOL

Teacher stress

lower student 
engagement

unconducive 
learning 
environment

greater behavior 
problems

lower level of social 
adjustment and 

performance

Gordon, 2010, McLean&McDonald 
Connor, 2015, Hoglund et al., 2015



WELLBEING AT SCHOOL
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ASSESSMENT               PREVENTION & CARE

• subjective

• self-assessment (personal)

• anonymous (mood chart, survey)

• tools:
• Perceived Stress Scale (PSS)

• Hopkins Symptom Checklist (SCL)

• WHO Wellbeing Index

• Brief Resilience Scale (BRS)

• Five Facet Mindfulness Questionnaire (FFMQ)

• increase mental health literacy

• de-stigmatize mental health problems

• inform about professional help options

• foster relationships

• promote social, emotional and and behavioral 
learning

• introduce mindfulness

• promote sustainable working/learning styles



SOME TAKE AWAYS

NEXT: Prevention 
through  Mindfulness



WHAT MINDFULNESS CAN DO
Mindfulness is a state of non-judgment and non-distraction in the present moment

Emotional literacy

Control

Self-image

Workload

Others

Sustainability

Burke, 2010, Zoogman et al., 2014, Zenner et al., 2014, Vago and Silbersweig, 2012



• indirectly
through teachers' own 
mindfulness practice and 
embodiment

• directly
students are taught 
mindfulness strategies 
explicitly

• combination
directly and indirectly

PLANT SEEDS

LEAD BY EXAMPLE

teaching mindfulness
Meiklejohn et al., 2012



MINDFULNESS STRATEGIES
How to bring mindfulness into your classroom

Take a break
do a breathing exercise

take a walk (barefoot)

introduce a yoga pose

Introduce active practices
introduce meditation practice

do a body scan

the senses activity: take e.g. a raisin and look, 
listen, smell, feel and taste

introduce reflective practices
practice observing without judgment

reflect on distractions and self-judgment

practice PEACE: Pause, Exhale, 
Acknowledge/Accept/Allow, Choose, 

Engage





SOME TAKE AWAYS

NEXT: Prevention 
through  developing a Growth 

mindset



GROWTH MINDSET
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GROWTH MINDSET     VS      FIXED MINDSET

I like to learn 
new things

Feedback is 
valuable

Challenges 
help me grow

My effort and 
attitude determine 
my abilities

Mistakes help 
me learn

I am inspired 
by the success 
of others

'Failure is the 
limit of my 
abilities'

'I give up'

'This is good 
enough'

'I don't like to 
be 
challenged'

'I'm either 
good at it or 
I'm not'

'My abilities are 
unchanging'

'My potential is 
predetermined'

I won't give 
up

Is this my best 
work?

'I want to avoid 
making mistakes'

'I'll never be 
that smart'

Carol Dweck, 2007



A GROWTH MINDSET...

• is something you achieve 
NOT something you just 
'have'

• rewards effort, strategies 
and progress NOT 
intelligence or talent

• values setbacks and 
failures

• admires the success of 
others and does NOT 
compare oneself to feel 
better/worse

• treats intelligence or 
personality as something 
to be developed

• fosters resilience

Carol Dweck, 2007



GROWTH MINDSET IN THE CLASSROOM

Focus on 'yet'

Grades are relative

Process and Progress

Reward effort

Value failures

Avoid comparisons

Talk about goals

Normalize struggle

Embrace challenges



SOME TAKE AWAYS

NEXT: Prevention 
through  Learning strategies



• What do learners need?
self-assessment skills

healthy body & brain
focus & concentration

self-management/ 
structure
motivation

resources

assessment skills

responsibility & support

HOW CAN WE SUPPORT THAT?



STRATEGIES

How do we learn effectively?

fresh air

plenty of water

movement/exercise

breaks/relaxation/sleep

positive mood

healthy food

change of scenery

Supporting learners

multi-sensory

grow your toolbox

learn learning

discuss students' learning 
habits (questionnaire)

set realistic goals

make it fun



SOME TAKE AWAYS

NEXT: Prevention through time saving 
tools and strategies



WORKLOAD



LIGHTEN THE WORKLOAD

Strategies

Tools

Find inspiration, maintain passion

Collaboration and shared workload

create a system for school & home

say 'No'.

delegate, Share, Empower

reflect & prioritize

analog

digital

AI

shared drive

teachers websites

collaborative docs



(AI) TOOLS FOR
YOUR CLASSROOM

Reminders

You're not alone - all educators are new to this

Start small - You don't need to master every tool

Prioritize purpose - choose quality over quantity

Learn together - collaborate & share tips

created with fobizz AI image generator

Embrace imperfection- Learning is a journey

Ask for help - watch tutorials, talk to the community

Your passion for teaching matters 
more than any app



AI Tools

administrative 
tasks

high level tasks - 
interactions

repetitive/ 
reproductive 

tasks

text production
no real understanding 

of the world

no critical thinking

lesson 
planning

AI cannot help

materials

AI can help

can't replace student-
teacher relationship

content generation



SAVE TIME
COLLABORATE & SHARE

save time on admin
time audit

map out schedule

digitize

delegate

batch similar tasks

set clean up reminders

TOOLS:

prompt lab

LLM

save time on lesson prep
identify preferences

allocate time

create a schedule

focus on student learning strategies

beg, borrow, and steal

TOOLS:

prompt lab

worksheet assistant

LLM

save time on grading
use scanner

peer review

students grade own work

highlight relevant errors

TOOLS:

grading assistant

digital quizzes

collaborative docs



SOME TAKE AWAYS

Thank you!
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